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JOSEPH PLAN APPROVED
By N. GEORGE EDER, News Columnist

Ratterman Stopped by Heart Attack~
Will Sit Out Semester. By PETE BERNARDI, News Reporter

Last July 16, Father Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J.
Vice-President of Student Affairs, suffered a serious
· heart attack. The 52 year old priest was under observation in the hospital at the time of his attack.
A few days earlier, he had experienced chest pains.
The immediate attention he received after his massive
attack is credited with saving his life. He remained
in critical condition for four days and .then stayed
in the intensive care unit for ten. days. At present.
Fr. Ratterman is in good condition at the Jesuit
House of Student, North Aurora, Illinois. He will
convalesce there indefinitely, probably for the dura.:.
tion of both semesters.
One of Fr. Ratterman's biggest
problems at the moment is adjusting to the much slower pace of
activity that is necessitated by his
condition. He Ukes to pass his
time in walking and reading: he
also dellghts in hashing over critical social issues with the young
seminarians.
For Xavier University, the problem is continuing to effectively
carry out the many varied responsibilities of Fr. Ratterman. Mr.
Patrick Nally, Dean of Men, will
assume the brunt of the load deal.

ing with student affairs. He will be
assisled by Dr. Anderson and Mr.
I'B. BATTERMAN
Ray Guye. The ultimate decision
making in this area however rests
Issues that will probably come
with Rev. Jeremiah J. O'Callag- up this year include repealing of
han, S.J. He was appointed as the the rule which prohibitsdrinklngin
interim boss early this month.
the dorms and expansion of the
Mr. Nally has promised to con- student base for decision making.
tinue operations with the "spirit of
Fr. Victor Nieporte, S.J., will
collegiallty" that characterized Fr. handle the athletic duties that were
Ratterman's handling of student managed by Fr. Ratterman. Fr.
problems. This policy encourages O'Callaghan will also be responstudents to make responsible de- sible for student health service. Mr.
cisions in cooperation with the uni- Beumer will take over the placeversity faculty and administrators. ment and financial aid concerns.

Herbie Mann at Xavier October II
Herbie Mann, who proved to be the smash hit of
this summer's Ohio Valley Jazz Festival at Crosley
Field, will be presented on Friday, October 11 at
8:30 PM at Xavier Field House, under the sponsorship of the X. U. Student Council.

Herbie Mann was oneofthefirst
jazz musicians to use a number of
ethnic sources in his band. This

University President Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.,
announced last May 13th that full membership on
seven permanent university committees has been
granted to students in response to the proposal formulated by Student Council .
As a J;esult of the Student Council proposal, called the Joseph
Plan, the following committees will
receive students with rights of full
membership: Fine Arts, Library,
Registration, Religious Development, Student Welfare, Honors
Program, and Racial Justice and
Charity. The appointments will be
made by President O'Connor on
the recommendation of the President of the Student Body or of
Student Council, and will be effective beginning in October, 1968.
The Joseph Plan was presented
tq Fr. O'Connor in February, requesting the seating of students on
certain listed committees. The President referred the proposal to the
newly - created J oint • Statement
Committee, a tri-partite committee
composed of two administrators,
two faculty members, and two students organized to study the "Joint
Statement on Rights and Freedoms
of Students," createdinJune, 1967,
by five national student, faculty,
and administrative organizations.
Fr. Patrick H. Ratterman of
Xavier University was a major
proponent of the document and
served on the committee. The Joint
Statement Committee appraised the
entire gamut of university committees in light of the Joint Statement. Having gained this perspective, the Committee recommended
to the President that students be
seated on ten permanent university
committees, in various capacities.
Full membership was recommended by the Committee for the

Academic Council and the Administrative Problems Committee, but
denied. The recommendation for
"policy decisions only" on the
Scholarship Committee was also
denied.
The President explained why he
did not follow the advice of the
Joint Statement Committee in these
three cases. "As regards the Aca- .
demic Council, I found complete
agreement among the administrators and members of the faculty I
consulted that students should not
be included. The reason most often
given was their lack of competence
and lack of experience in a highly
technical area." He termed the Administrative Problems Committee
"purely a staff meeting for administrators in which are talked-over
problems that face us during the
coming week . . . If, at any particular time, I· feel that the President
of Council, or any other student,
could contribute, I will certainly
in vile him to sit with us that week."
And an appoinbnent to the Scholarship Committee would be "futile,
since that committee does not make
policy decisions."
President O'Connorcommented,
"I trust that these appointments to
the various committees, and this
hoped-for direct contact between
student committees and university
committees, will afford the students
the much-to-be-desired participation in university government and
make the University a finer one
for all of us."

pI an s Se t f 0 r T h e 0 M aJ· 0 r

idea for bringing elements of the
music of various cultures into his
own personal brand of jazz probBy MIKE HENSON, News Editor-in-Chief
ably
is due to the fact thatheis one
Proclaimed by many critics as Sonny Sharrock and Larry Coryof
the
most
peripatetic
musicians.
Xavier
University
will cooperate with two other
"the most exciting group in jazz ell, guitars, Bruno Carr, drums,
in the history of jazz. He has tour- G
t
nati Catholic colleges Our Lady of
today," the sextet features Herbie and Mirislav Vitous, bass.
ed Africa for the State Department,
rea er mcm
.
•.
Mann, flute, Roy Ayers, vibes,
Europe innumerable times south Cincinnati and Thomas More, m offermg students a
America, Asia- almost' every- program of studies in theology, which will eventually
where, in fact, that there is to tour. lead to the degree of bachelor of arts in theology, not
And, just thi~ pa~t summer, he available at any of the three in the past.
toured the nation w1th the Newport"
.
,
Jazz Festival's "Salute to Jass"
Accordmg to 1'.r. Edward B.
"Our idea," said Fr. BrueggeBrueggeman, chalriilan of the man, "is to offer the best courses
ck
pa age.
·
U ruvers1
·
•ty th eo Iogy d e- the combined schools know how to
•Xav1er
The X. U. Student Council said partment, the program is "not of- offer." The three department heads
that the Herbie Mann group would ficial, with Academic Council ap- issued a joint statement dL'Claring:
be presented in a full two-hour proval, but it is assumed that they "The study of theology as a science
concert, and that tickets would be will approve. We foresee no has received a great impetus since
priced at $3.75 and $3.00, with problems."
the Second Vatican Council. There
special student tickets priced at
The program will include an is L>ertainly a resurgence of interest
$2.00. Tickets are now available
exchange of professors whenever in theology on campuses today.
by mail order by writing: Herbie
necessary and freedom on the part By com hining the strengths of three
Mann Concert, Xavier University,
of the students to enroll in theology deparbnents and by offering
Cincinnati, Ohio.
courses on their own and one the courses at times when students
For additional information con- other two campuses.
from lliese three institutions can
tact: RICHARD E. SULLIVAN However, of the thirty semester attend, all three colleges can offer
731-2341 (374).
credit hours required by lliecourse, a full andcomprehensiveprogram,
the first six hours of general theo- which is not possible separately."
NOTICE
logy will have to be taken in the
For example, Fr. Brueggeman
Adventure! Ro- student's home Institution.
Excitement!
notes, the cooperation can solve at
mancel AU of these may or may
The curriculum for the new pro- least one problem Xavier has been
not await anyone volunteering to gram was worked out in the past faced with for a number of years;
work for the Xavier News, but at year by the chairmen of the three "We have no professional in Bibleast the chance is there. Any theology deparbnents - Fr. Ed- lical theology; 'fhomas l'vlore has
Xavier student, regardless of class ward B. Brueggeman, S.J., Xavier two. But we have what they don't
or pallt news experience is welcome. University; Fr. Robert A. Busch- have - seven men in dogmatic
Wriiers, copywriters, and layout miller, Our Lady of Cincinnati, theology."
men are always needed.
and Fr. Eugene E. Wolfzorn,
Stop in the News Oftlce, Thoma11 More (formerly Villa
Page
Madonna) College.
University Center.
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Theology Changes Impressive, May Siill Not Be Enough.
One of the perrenial gripes of the Xavier student
has been the theology department: its courses, its
teachers, its structure. Often this was expressed only
in a vague dissatisfaction, a feeling of unrest that
tended to color the entire religious and philosophical
experience at Xavier. The first contact that the student
had with the study of truth as such, either revealed or
inductive, was with theology, and this contact was,
in most cases, disappointing.
·
It was disappointing because, if conscientious, he
felt that he was approaching a study in which his own
ideas would be personally valued, in which there
·would be a mutual respect between the teacher and the
student, and in which there would be a continuing
dialogue. What he met, however, were mammoth
•classes presided over by a man who had to use a
microphone to reach the furthest of the students, and
who had little time to handle the individual questions
of each student. To cover the material, questioning
0 N
A.
had to be kept at a minimum, for the courses covered
only two credit hours. Thus, burdened with hundreds
: of students ahd bound by a limited class schedule,
theology teachers often found themselves devising
, means to supress dialogue or discovered that the only
efficient manner of testing was by IBM. Research
St~mulating
papers and essays were replaced by true-false and
In
the
past,
the
Xavier
Forum
has tended to include
multiple guess tests. The whole system seemed geared
speakers
noted
mainly
for
their
academic
credentials,
toward the· development of conditioned responses
and
to
dwell
on
topicsnotedmainlyfortheir
obscurity.
rather than of mind. An inevitable tension developed
uWhy
Be
Christian?"
is
one
example,
"Life
is for
between teacher and student and often the student
Those
Who
Love",
another.
The
preponderance
of
could develop only exhaustion from his attempt to
as
these
always
in
the
past
hurt
the
protopics
such
learn. The quest for truth was given up in favor of
gram in at least one of proposes for which it was
the search for what would pass.
founded,
"a realist~c concept of the basic problems
The problems carried over to other disciplines.
with
which
the world is faced," for much can be said
If theology was this bad, the student could reason,
without
really
saying anything.
then philosophy is probably worse. This despair hit
This year, however, the Forum has lined up
many other areas, until an interest in the life· of the
speakers
who will draw from a wider scope·than that
mind was, at times looked upon as a cop-out.
of
academe,
and hopefully, will· tackle real issues.
Much of the fault lies outside the theology department itself. For years, the university failed to hire Three are of note.
The first speaker Dr. Sidney Cohn, speaking on
more teachers or resisted the department's efforts to
Story"' is more relevant that he may apoust poor ones. The department had to struggle along "The . LSD
fi
with third-rate treatment, when even second-bestwould pear. at ll'St sight, for though acid has been used by
have been too little. The attitude seemed to be that only a small minority Of students, the use of other
the university was not really serious about the theology drugs has: been spreading, and has been the cause· of
much concern in the community of late. Councilman
requirement, since it did so little to support it.
Held may find his ideas interesting.
Now, many of these difficulties may be resolved.
Mr. Jack MacNamara and his Lawndale project
No department in the university is undergoing as
much change as theology, a,nd no department needs first appeared in the News in the Fall of last year in
it as much. Yet it is still. unclear whether or not the the Interracial Community Week issue. Several Xavier
changes will be sufficient or will come soon enough. ·Students participated in the first summer of the project.
Rev. James Groppi,. however, should prove to. be
The most significant of these changes is the planned cooperation with the theology departments of the most stimulating of the speakers·, even if he proves
Thomas More and Our Lady of Cincinnati. This to be less than· enlightening, for he is in the forefront
cooperation will mean greater variety and more free- of Catholic activism. His viewpoint will be helpful in·
determi,ning whether or not radicalism is consistent
dom of choice of courses as well as teachers.
Others include the reduction of classroom size and with priesthood.
a changeover of faculty. Yet there still exists a haze
Forum avoids, however, speakers who run
of doubt as to whether these can do· the trick.
across a stage calling for action with. no philosophy
One threatening instance is the Acadeinic Council's to back them up. The Forum committee, which inpostponement of authorization of the new core curri- cluded· Fr. Ratterman, is to be commended for orculum. The curriculum would have provided· for a ganizing a series that presents neither a mindless
system of four three-credit hour courses, two of which activism nor a disembodied spirituality, but a ·bal·
would have been chosen from a selection of upper anced program.
division options. This attempt at providing a more
mature and freer theology. education is put off for
another year, while a whole class is tied to a system
that most now agree is inadequate.
Moreover, classes are still too large .. Sixty may
be a tremendous improvement over 130, but the size
· Bleued is he who expects nothing~ fM he shall always get U.
is still unwieldy in comparison to C;}asses · in most
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Michael J. Henson
other departments.
·
MANAGING EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dennis A. Repenning
Yet the biggest . obstacle to an adequate theology EXECUTIVE EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John M. Dunphy
education will lie in attitude. Unless the theology COPY EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tom Kessinger
faculty can overcome its consistent paternalistic bias, LAYOUT EDITOR ... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jim Boland
the impressive changes will be meaningless, represent- SPORTS EI?ITOR .. ; . . . . . . . . . . . ·. . . . . . . . . . Jack Murray
ing more token attempts at modernization. For,. far ASSOCIATE EDITORS . . . . . . . . . . ; .. Bob WUhelm, Pat Kelley
more than the complaints listed above, the student CIRCULATION EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . : . ... Chris Kaufman
CARTOONIST · · · · · · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · John Doyle
has found this attitude rankling. Yet the student on SECRETARY · · · : · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Rae..Jean Carr
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Seth Warner, Chuck Treister
his part, must overcome his negative prejudice toward PHOTOGRAPHERS
.
theology and toward the ·life of the mind in general, COLUMNIS TS . . . . . . . . ·. . ... Frank Leinbart, J. Richard Hague
Eder, Joe Rosenberger
and he must pay more attention to just what theology MODERATOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . George
; . . . . . . . Thomas E. Young
is. The elimination of the department's paternalism, B USJNESS MANAGER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jack Jeffre
or Uncle Thomism, the idea, as one student put it, REPORTERS . . . . . . . Matt Hayes, BUI Kwiatkowski, Chris Nicolini
Ron Moening, Pete Fitzgerald, Pete Bernardi
"that they have something to .give us, and we're
Publltll.ed
wetiiiJ
duriiiJ.
•••
1eJtoeJ ~tar n•••• darhil ••u11oa aad eaa•lnatl•
going to get it, or else," must go, along with student ••rlodt bJ Xnlar lJalnratiJ', Da•ll&
. . Coaa&J', -s•aaa&oa, Claeiilaa&l Oblo 4120'r
per " " '
·
negativism, before theology education can begin at 12.00Entered
II aecoad elaaa •attar Oclob• .. Jilt, A& tile Pall Office a& ClaaillaaU,
Xavier.
M.J.H. Olalo, udar lila .&cl ol Mar,. I; ll'l't.

FRESH START

NEW CORE

News Platform For
Progress At Xavier:
•
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Letters to
the Editor
Funds in
Student
Clubs
Mr. Editor,
During. my brief· one semester
stay at Xavier last school year a
certain degeneratesituationbecame
evident to me and I deem this column an ideal location to bring this
circumstance to the attention of the
student body. The content of this
presentation concerns the area of
student clubs and organizations on
the Xavier campus and pertains
specifically to the mismanagement
of funds received bytheseconcerns.
I could relate actual incidents of
this nature, but since the offi<..-erships and membership of these organizations have changed so draaucally suice last year, I believe any
case study of this type would produce more detrimental than beneficial effects at.this. point, however
·well founded my evidence may be.·
I will say, though, that .In one
Instance the amount pocketed by
a club treasurer exceeded $100.
As for a remedy to this situation,
no solution of course can replace
the personal integrity and honesty
of the various club officers. Also,.
I believe each organization should
adopt a policy whereby· an accurate fmancial statement would be
drawn up at least once a year, for
inspection of club members, ·by a
responsible delegate approved by
the members if the organization
does not presently employ such a
system. For members who would
want to inquire about the financial
status of their respective club, I
believe they should have accels
to such information at any time.
Such a policy possibly would provide incentive for club officers to
maintain exact, up-to~ate records.
In the put, members of the
student body have complained
about the improper and frivolous
use of r.evenues by this univeraity,
and I believe several ofthesecritlclams are valid. However, before
th
Is student body could ever present a well-grounded argument to
·
the administration relating to auch
irresponsible spending, it would ·
seem to me that we need to
fihavte our own finances in . order
rs.
Mark Thiron,
Class of '71
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NEW CORE

Richard Hague

Mother Joan's Trip

The revised core curriculum that eliminates the
minor and the christian culture requirements while
placing greater emphasis on courses having udirect
relevance to today's society" cannot be "implemented
in its entirety until September, 1968," according to
Rev. Jeremiah J. O'Callaghan, S.J., academic vice
president.

Of course, overt praise these
"What do all your books tell
days is unwieldy; one cannot use
you, then?"
;;They tell me of the agony of it in conversation without appearmen who cannot answer questions ing naive, or perhaps a bit dull.
But in Joan's case, a bag-welllike yours."
done is in great evidence. Enter"I spit in your agony."
tainment these days often relies
The new curriculum was apon elements of violence or the gro-Zorba the Greek
Joan Baez has gathered in her tesque, and there are samplings proved by the Board of Trustees
latest album "Baptism -AJourney of these beneath the surface of most in May following 30 months of
Through Our Time", agonies and of the selections. Yet they are han- study by nine committees of
dled as each poet would have pre- faculty, administrators, students
answers galore, from the dark hu
moresque which launches Joyce's ferred: sensationalism is at a and alumni and by the academic
"Portrait of the Artist" to William minimum, intellect, restraint, and council.
Blake's bleak "London", from the professional polish are there in
Father O'Callaghan also has
detailed damnations of Wilfrid stead. In fact, after listening to announced a revision in the gradOwen to the dreams of e.e. cum- Joan's sung rendition of "all in ing system that discontinues use
mings, from the exclamations of green my love went riding" of the grades, WP (Withdrew PassWhitman to the sublime declara- I thought it odd that violence could ing), WF (Withdrew Falling) and
tions of Donne. At first glance, be so exquisitely done and unsung FA (Failure Due to Absences). In
such a grab-bag of verse and in- for so long.
taking this action, the academic
tellect would addle the most pedanAnd anyone capable o rec1ting council set the final date for assigntic of us all, sending us searching Rimbaud in a voice reminiscent ing a W (Withdrew) as 28 days
in far corners qf the Norton of a milk-maid is above reproach. before the first day of final examAnthology for fooinotes and expliBut before hard-line readers inations.
cations. Not so. In handsome refer this review to their erudite
Grades that may be awarded
motherhood, Joan takes our hand, friends as romantic midrash,
now
are A, B, C, D, F, I ( Incomand each band becomes a night- smacking of heroine-worship, I will
time story, read or sung in a put in my barb. There are a few plete), X (Absent from Examination) and W.
cultivated, feminine vok:e, ac- Oaws in the reading. Joan reads
companied by music at once
The new curriculum calls for a
a semi-Biblical passage with nunmassive and lithe.
minimum of 120 hours of credit
like audacity, enunciating a "Lo!"
For years now, Joan Baez has with a Oatness comparable only to for the bachelor's degree, plus six
been working at her 'bag, • with . a kindergarten recital of the Lord's hours of basic military science for
a professionalism unmatched in Prayer. Yet over-all, Mother Joan's non-exempt freshmen and sophoher genre of entertainment. Thus trip nicely tires one in the manner mores.
the larger pleasure in seeing a of the Wizard's poppy fields, blowTwelve hours of theology (six
public, popular figure letting down ing the mind with comfortable for non- Catholics) and 15 of
her hair somewhat to give us not prods and enticements which have philosophy are part of the new
primarily her voice, but her mind, the effect of sharpening one's sense curriculum. Students who do not
which runs a close second in excel- that he has been given something qualify in English composition will
lence. The humility in which she for free, or has found small ans- be required to complete a threecovers the voyage through some- wers to agonies and questions beg- hour course which may apply as
times difficult passages is notewor- ged in other methods of protest. an elective if their programs allow
thy and pleasurable.
for such.

XU, OLC, Thomas More
to Cooperate
(Contlnued from Page l)
They noted that in addition to
preparing studenis for graduate
studies in theology, the program
would prepare teachers for elementary and secondary religion
courses and for Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine work.

the Xavier theology department
and with a "consortium" by which
Xavier and Our Lady of Cincinnati .
will share facilities and faculties.

One major departmental policy
change in a reduction in classroom
size. "Classes have been cut to
sixty at most, from 224 when I
Special courses in the new pro- flrat taught here." The number is
gram will include four principle still large, but Is a signlftcant refields:
duction from the 130 that was the
1. Scripture, including Biblical maximum last year.
themes of the Old Testament,
The curriculum changes, which
J ohannine literature, theology of would have changed the theology
the Church, theology of St. Paul, requirement from four, lower diviand spirituallty of the New Testa- sion, two-credit-hour courses to a
ment.
aystem of two, three-credit-hour
2. Systematic theology, includ- lower division courses and two
ing theology of Creation, contem- three -credit-hour upper division
porary theology of the Church, courses avallable from a number
ad v a nc e d Christology, moral of options, muat be atalled for at
theology, encounter with Christ, least one year (see curriculum
faith and the problem of God.
article).
3. Historic theology, including
The consortium with Our Lady
Judaism, modern theology of ecu- of Cincinnati goes into effect on an
menism, contemporary Protestant experimental basis this semester.
theologians, Eastern Orthadoxy, Each achool keeps its identity and
and American Protestant Churches. its enrollment, but studenis may
4. Practical theology, includ- register for certain courses at either
achool for full credit. The coopering catechetics and theology of the
ation
by the theology departments
layman.
of the three college& is an extension
The program of cooperation Is of thla consortium. "Forty -four
concurrent with new changes In the girls are signed to take courses
staff, currlculum, and policies of here," reported Fr. Brueggeman.
STUDENT VOLUNTEER SERVICES
We need volunteer& for Tutoring. (elementary, secondary, and
college student), Recreation (coaches, referees); Social Work (bible
centers) Appalachia (makes trips on weekend).
If interested please fill out the slip below and drop off at Student
Volunteer Office in the University Center or give to your hall proctor.
NAME. • • • • • • • • • •,. • • • • Telephone Number

ADDRESS•••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••
' [ am interested in (please circle choice) Tutoring, Hccreatlon, Social
Work, or Appalachia. I am available S, M, T, W, Th, F, S.
I have time in the Afternoon or Evening.
For more information eontact SVS office, ~habancl House, or
Dr. Anderson.

Under the new curriculum, all
students will complete 12 hours in
each of three area cores - the humanities, the sciences and social
studies - in addition to theology
and philosophy and the specific
requirement for their majors.

Effective in September, 1969,
Father O'Callaghan said that the
bachelor of arts degree without the
two-year Latin requirement will be
awarded to majors In economics
(College of Arts and Sciences),
English, history, political science,
foreign languages andphilosophy.
"Essentially, I believe, the academic council proposed this study
of the curriculum to give students
greater freedome to select their
courses and to lighten the requirements for degrees," Father
O'Callaghan said. "I think we
have achieved these ends for most
of the curricula.

Academic departments have
been asked to provide several
"It is hoped, also, that all
courses so that students will have
courses now be added for the area
options in meeting the area core
cores will have direct relevance to
requirements, Father O'Callaghan
today's society both in themselves
said.
and in their presentation."
Students in the College of Arts ~------------~
and Sciences, however, will be reREQUIRED CORE
quired to complete six hours of
literature - English, classical or Required for all
1
modern- and six hours of history
degrees
.. 126 hrs.
in their humanities and social
studies area cores. All students Core required for
must also earn six hours of matheall degrees . . . PI
15 hrs.
matics and six hours of one science
2
In the science area core.
Th
12 hrs.
3
Except for certain majors alEn
3 hrs.
ready exempt from the modern
languages, majors In the College
MS
6 hrs.
of Arts and Sciences will have a
4
ten~hour requirement in one of the Major . . . . . . . . .
5
foreign languages. These courses
9-10 hrs.
will be offered on a five-day-a-week Supporting Courses
basis over an entire academic
1. Includes six hours Basic Miliyear.
tary Science.
Science courses for non-science
2.
Non-Catholics: six hours.
majors will be on a six-credit basis.
Two lectures and two hours of 3. Composition u n 1e s s student
laboratory work will be offered for
passes qualifying examination.
six credits over two semesters.
4.
Hours according to the recomFather O'Callaghan pointed out
Students electing classical litermendation
of the major departthat juniors and seniors will com- ature to fulfill the humanities re- ·
ment as approved by the
plete their degree programs under quirement may choose courses In
Academic Council.
the requirements in effect when they the original languages or in trans5 A foreign language is required
entered the university.
lation.
·
of Arts and Sciences students
except for certain majors specifically exempted by the Academic Council.
0

•••••

0

AREA CORES
.'fhree area cores required for all degrees. (In these, students may not include courses from their major
subjects).

7
Humanities . . . . . . 12 hrs.
6
Lit

En
Cl
ML (courses
numbered
100 or
over)

Sciences ..

12 hrs.

Social Studies . . . . . . 12 hrs.

Bl

Ec

Ch

Ed

Ph

Geog.
8
Hs

Exper Ps
CA

Po

Mt
FA
PI

Soc
Th
Bus Ad
6. Arts and Sciences studeqts
must complete six hours
in literature - English,
classical, or modern.

7. Students must complete six
hours of mathematics and
six hours of one science.

8. Arts and Sciences students
must complete six hours in
history.

Free electives to 120 or 126 hours.

This is the framework of the Revised Curriculum, which will be In effect next year. Block schedules for
each degree program and courses which will fulfill area core requirements are In preparation.

NOTICE
A double-breaated blue blazer
was lost at the mixer at the Mount
Sunday night. It has a Marshall
Field & Co. label and the name is
In the handkerchief pocket. If you
have any information, please contact Rick Sullivan, Husman Hall,
Room 108, 531-0048. No questions asked.

B/oo d Donors Needed·
Good Samaritan Hospital Is
desperately in need of b I o o d
donors. The Hospital will offer
$15.00 a pint. FREE TYPING OF
YOUit OWN BLOOD. THOSE
WHO GAVE BLOOD BEFORE
MUS'!' WAIT EIGHT WEEKS
l.HWORE GIVING AGAIN.
All under 21 will need a written
permit from parents each lime they

donate blood. "Release for
Minors" forms may be obtained
at the Health Center. These forms
arc to be signed by the parent or
guardian and alsu the minor.
For further information and
appointments for donating blood,
please contact the secretary at the
McGraUt Health Center, Kuhlman
Hall.
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Kennedy Hits ''Lighthouse Theory"

--..~

..:

.•.

By GEORGE EDER, News Reporter

..

Fr. Eugene Kennedy, M.M., Professor of Psychology at Maryknoll Seminary in Glen Ellyn,
Dlinois, and lecturer at Loyola University, delivered
. !
the fifth talk of the 1967-68 Forum Series to a capacity audience in the University Armory Thursday
night, March 14, on the topic, ttLife is for Those
Who Love." Fr. Kennedy extended to all Catholics
.."..: the challenge of the times, uto speak for the worth
of the human person."
--.

.

..
~

....

---·.'

D'Artagnan, the ultimate Musketeer, keeps a watchful eye on the
entrance of Alter Hall. The statue
a gift of the Class of '62, rests o~
a base provided by the Class of
'68. Mosaics from the old St.

Xavier College at Seventh and
Sycamore and from the old Red
Building will be impoanted at a
future date, tying together the traditions of our University.

,.,.,,,,,,.tes Commissioned
Nine men who completed studies
this summer at Xavier University
were commissioned second lieutenants in the U. S. Army Reserve
Friday, September 6, in ceremonies
held in the XU Armory.
Col. Richard L. Dooley, head
of the Xavier Reserve Officers
Training Corps program administered the oath of office to·Paul A.
Beckman, 6200 Lisbon Ave.; Patrick N. Carroll, 4024 St., Martin
Pl.; ivlichael H. Dowling, 3296
Nash Ave.; Timothy L. Flanagan,
5767 Wielert Ave.; Letcher Gray,
Jr., Hamilton; GregoryJ. Hoetker,
3314 Felicity Dr.; Thomas
,, J. Sch-

·---

"The Church today is present
to teach man to love," explained
Fr. Kennedy. "The importance of
the human person was underscored
by Vatican 11, and it is now the
task of the Church to speak for the
worth of man."
The unfortunately entrenche.d
notion of the- Catholic Church as
an organization distorts our whole
understanding of its m iss ion,
Fr. Kenedy emphasized. "The
Church is not a heavenly General
Motors." But rather the Church
is "a mystery of the people of
God," who are on a pilgrimage
together, who share life together,
and who show the worth of the
human person. Furthermore, "the
Church is not just masculine the Church is men and women,
all of whom are members by their
birthright and their baptism. If
the Church is not people, then
there is no Church."
But too much of our Catholic
background and teaching has
heavily inferred that man is a
creature of two parts, "that man is
a creature with a beast within, that
our bodies are a burden." Such a
term as "spiritual life" implies that
man has a spiritual self and a
physical self, each distinct from the
other. "But man is one thing,"
urged Fr. Kennedy. "Man goes
together, or he does not go well
at all."
"Man is a psychosomatic u~ity
existing in the human condition.
Only those who live and deepen
themselves in Ute human condition are the agents of the Holy
Spirit."

is a light in the tower, and the rest
of the structure exists only for that
purpose. "But as Christians we
are our bodies. We must trust our
feelings, for they make up what we
are. The most important question
I can ask is: what do I feel?"
For too long we have been
taught that holiness is attained by
following an external law, contended Fr. Kennedy. But rather
holiness is involving oneselftotally
in the human condition. "Perfection
is to have changed often"; it is not
to have reached a point of no further change.
"The human person is a mistake-making phenomenon. "So

we must learn to accept ourselves
for what we are, and love ourselves for all the feelings and
mistakes, the beauty and Incongruity that makes us what we are.
"The sinner is the man who
doesn't love himself enough," said
St. Paul.
Therein lies the tremendous
beauty or the Incarnation, that
"Christ accepted the complete human condition." The meaning of
the Incarnation is that man should
share fully as man with his
brothers In the human conditio'n
and "we are now called to folio;
Christ in this same acceptance and
sharing."
Thus, "Christian love is for
giving away. The Church comes
to life whenever we open ourselves
to one another." We should strive
to establish the same quality of
personal relationships that we fmd
in Christ.
"The human persQn is a worthwhile whole," urged Fr. Kennedy,
and this is the message we must
carry for man.

XU-Symmes Expands
Installation of a new videotape
recording machine in the Symmes
Studios ofXavier University's communication arts department has
boosted the capability ofthefacility
to its highest level since Xavier
leased the old WCPO studios last

Symmes Studios this ran are Basic
TV Direction & Production and
Film: Propaganda & Documentaries on Monday evenings and
Radio-TV Fundamentals on Tuesday evenings.

Notice
The News is willing to print
any Jetter that exhibits a general interest to the University
community. In the interest o!
giving everyone an equal opportunity of being heard, we

ask that an attempt be made
to limit yourself to less than
500 words. The letters maY be
given to any member of the
News staff, dropped in the
caJ11pUS maU or slipped under
the office door in the dead .of
night. Thank you.

NOTICE
The senior class of Xavier University is sponsoring the Beat UC
Mixer in the Armory Fr·iday night.
Music will be provided by the
Drivin' Wind plus the Two of
Clubs. Time: 8:30 till 12:00.
Everyone is cordially invited.

___________

....,.

All XAVIER STUDENTS ARE WELCOME TO ENJOY TRUE COLLEGE ATMOSPHERl
AT

?ea,~

THE FINEST IN LIVE AND
RECORDED MUSIC
SIX DAYS A WEEK
TUESDAY THRU SUNDAY

CORNER OF DENNIS
AND CALHOUN

CINCINNATI, OHIO

. - ....... '221.:.0240' ............. ..

Now Central Trust Handi-Cheks not only have your
name and address printed on them, but a Musketeer,
too. And your white checkbook cover has a Musketeer
on the front. It's the Xavier way to pay bills. Get
Mu.sketeer Handi·Cheks at the Dana at Reading Road
· · · · · · · · · off~ce·, ·3770 Reading Road; Victory Parkway·at· Madison·.
.
office; or your nearest neighbo~hood Central Trust Bank.
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fMake Platts for GREl

Forum to Include Activist Groppi
Father James E. Groppi, the controve~sial leader
of civil rights activity in Milwaukee, heads the list of
speakers announced by Xavier University for its
1968-69 ~orum Serie~. Father Groppi, who is advisor
·to the MI~wa.~kee NAACP Youth Council, will speak
on the topic, Tell It Like It Is," Wednesday, November 13.
The series will open Thursday,
October.24, with Dr. Sidney Cohim
scheduled to discuss "The LSD •
Story." Dr. Cohen has been conducting research on LSD for the
past thirteen years. He is chief
pf psychiatry service at Wadsworth
VA Hospital, Los Angeles.

• Father Bernard Basset, S.J .,
English author. and lecturer, Monday, December 2;
• Father· David J. Bowman,
S.J., first Catholic elected to the.
executive staff of the National
Council of Churches, Thursday,
Fe1Jruary 20;

Subsequent speakers will be:

• Father J. Joseph Gallagher,

Anyone preparing himself for
admission to graduate school
should be sure he has fulfl.lled all
the requirements in advance.
Among other things, many graduate schools now require scores
• John R. Macnamara, S.J.,
from the Graduate Hecord Examileader of Chicago's Lawndale
ghetto project, Wednesday, nations. This test is offered on
October 26 and December 14 in
March 26.
1968 and on January 18, FebruSeries tickets are available at ary 22, April 26, and July 12 in
Xavier for the presentations which 1969. Individual applicants should
w~l be given nt 8:15 p.m. in the be sure that they take the test in
XU Armory-Auditorium.
time to meet U1e deadlines of their
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth T. intended graduate school or graduScheurer nrc Forum Series co- ate department or fellowship granting agency. Early registration also
chairmen.
ensures· that the individual can be
tested at tile location of his choice
and without having to pay the
three dollar fee for late registration.
Baltimore priest who resigned his
monsignorship in protest to the
Pope's encyclical on birth control,
Wednesday, March 5: and

The Graduate Hecord Examinations in this program include
an Aptitude Test of general scholastic ability and Advanced Tests
of achievements in 22 major fields
of study. Candid ate s determine
from their preferred graduate
schools or fellowship committees
which of the examinations they ·
should take and when they should
be taken.
Full details and forms needed to
apply for the GRE are contained
in the Bulletin of Infonnation for
Candidates. If this booklet is not
available on your campus, you
may request one from Educational Testing Service, Box 955,
Princeton, New<Jcrsey 08540:990
Grove Street, Evanston, Illinois
602 01 or 194 7 Center Street,
Berkeley, California 94704.

Dr. Charles J. Cusick, on the
X a vier faculty since 1955, has been
named chairman of the biology
department, to succeed Hev. Joseph
,J. Peters, S.J., who will devote fulltime to teaching and research.

WIN A

TRIP TO
MEXICO

Before coming to Xavier Dr.
Cusick taught at Marquette University. He holds degrees from St.
Peter's College, Marquette and the
University of ~incinnati.

.FOR

21:.-~

No obligation! Nothing to buy!
BASSET

COHEN

14 fun-filled days in fascinating
Mexico! Fly American Airlines to your
dream vacation! Deposit entry in College Bookstore within first 4 weeks
of classes. Winner announced Nov.

James E. Doherty, a·Junegraduate of Elder H.igh School, has
been named first recipient of the·
·Wilson J. (Wood) Sander Memorial Scholarship at Xavier University.

BOWMAN

15, 1968.

PARTICIPATING ADVERTISERS:

The scholarship was established
at Xavier by friends and professional associates of Mr. Sander, '
who died November 3, 1966. It
provides a $600 award.
Doherty earned academic
honors twice at Elder where he
was an all-GCL center on the football team. He will play football
with the Xavier freshman squad.

MACNAMARA·

GALLAGHER

Mr. Sander also was a graduate
of Elder and was graduated from
Xavier in 1934. At the time of his
death, he was serving as chairman .
of the university's athletic board.

GROPPI

National Blank Book/Sanford
Major Accent/Webster's New
World Dictionary /Cliff's Lit Notes/
Quick Charts/Stebco Attache
Cases/Vis-Ed Think Language/
Cowles Educational Corp./Maple
Leaf Erasable Bond/
.

DON'T DELAY! ENTER NOW
1/llllle----------

addi'CSS - - - - - - - - -

col/eye _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

stale---------

A MYSTERY THAT WILL SHAKE THE WORLD!

·· You are hurtling
through strange
regions of
space and time ... ·
about to find
··
the first proof
that man is not
alone in this
Universe!

MGM PRESENT~ A STANLEY KUBRICK PRODUCTION

2001: a space odyssey
SUPER PANAVISION •
STARRING

[80[(]~[i]miUJfi1®METROCOLOR

5CR£E'NPLAY BY

PRODUCED

M~D

DIRECTED BY

KEIR DULLEA· GARY LOCKWOOD· STANLEY KUBRICK AND ARTHUR C. CLARKE· STANLEY KUBRICK
~ omNhto t• uu 11
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HIGGINS SLACKS
FEATURING BLENDS OF FORTREL® COTTON

1!1.

~.............

Men Who Expect The Finest We4tr

EVES 8:30 PM/ SUN. and HOLS. 8 PM/ MATINEES 2:00 PM

BOX OFFICE OPEN DAILY 11 AM - 9 PM
SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS'12 Noon-8:30PM
For theatre party information call 721-6525
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XAVIER S'fRIVING FOR FOUR
AGAINST TOUGH UC

~~&A

AM
. . OMENT:0._~

MuR

By CHRIS NICOLINI, News Sports Reporter

The Xavier University football Musketeers will
attempt to make history Saturday night, as they go
By JACK MURRAY, News Sports Editor
against the University of Cincinnati Bearcats.• The
histor.y
the Muskies hope to write is a fourth consecuLOCAL COWR OF XU OUT TO PAINf UC RED - AGAIN
tive win over their intra-city rivals, something neither
On Monday of this past week Coach Ed Biles was scanning the statistics
team has been able to accomplish in the 24 game
of the Quantico victory (28-12) when I asked him what he thought of Street
series.
UC, although Xavier bas won the last three
& Smith's College Football predictions for the 1968 edition of the Xavier
in
a
row
and six of the last eight, still leads 13-11
Musketeers (9-0-1). "That is rediculus," hesmirked.Everyone of those schools
on our schedule has a bigger program than us. By the way, Playboy picked in the series. The rivalry began in 1918 and has
been renewed annually since 1946. A win will give
us to finish 4-6."
XU permanent possession of the Xavier-UC Student
Gelling down to the immediate issue, Coach Biles talked earnestly about
tomorrow nights confrontation with the University of Cincinnati Bearcats. Council Traveling Trophy. The Muskies however
"We need a !,'Teal effort by the players if we are to win. And we need the en- will be facing the best UC team in the past three
thusiastic support of the whole student body. Also we have to play better than seasons.
The UC defense only surrenwe havr in the past two games."

This year the Bearcat squad dered 2 06 yards in total offense
"I watched the films of UC's game with Texas Tech ( 10-10), and the Bear- is blessed with 27 returning letter- to the explosive Texans. Against
Tech the Bearcats operated from a
cats dPfinitely outplayed the Texans. They will be sky high for us," said Biles. men, as well as graduates of last
years undefeated frosh squad, "split six" defense. This defense
I asked Coach Biles if he thought Xavier had any psychological lodge over which only yielded two scores in a sees two middle linebackers, four
the Bearcats - XU has beaten them three four game schedule. Before the down men, and two otherlinebackstraight times in football and were victors start of the 1968 season, second ers in varying positions employed.
Leading the UC defenders is
in three of four sports clashes last year. year UC coach Homer Rice prom(A college of Xavier's dimensions being ised his Bearcats would be Milt Balkwn, a lightening quick
"stronger, faster, and improved in linebacker. He is also a sure handable to handle the UC establishment i!l
every phase of the game."
ed tackler.
something indeed.) But Biles responded,
Saturday night UC appeared
The Xavier coaching staff also
"If there is any psychological advantage,
to be just that as they fought from has respect for both defenaive tacit should be on their side. They should be behind to tie the favored Texas
kles: Mike Miller and Bobby Bell.
a little irked at us after their three years of Tech Red Raiders 10-10, at Lub- Miller is a husky 6'4" and 240,
futility."
bock, Texas. After surrendering while Bell Is ten pounds heavier
a first quarter TD and a second at the II&Dle height. Bell, a sophoAn interesting aspect of last weeks game quarter field goal, the Cincinwith the Marines was the employment oC natians tightened their defense and more from Philadelphia, Pa., was
an outstanding defenseman on last
Coach Ed DUes
five defensive backs in certain situations - helf the Raiders scoreless ln the year's frosh squad.
a Chicago Bear inovation. "You can expect to see it again again!ll UC on second half. UC scored on a secSquatty Earl Wilson (5-8, 195)
ond period 4 7 yard field goal
probable passing situations," said Biles.
by Jim O'Brien, and a fourth per- perfonned well for a Sophomore,
I wasked across the hall to talk to defensive back coach lrv Etler, in order iod 33 yard scoring strike from as Balkwn 's running mate inside
to gain more comment on the five back setup. "Buddy Jackson replaces one Greg Cook to O'Brien. This came linebacker. Other top defensiveperof the linemen when we think the other team may pass," said Eller. Why with only 3:39 left in the contest. fonners are linebackers Jim Barret
was Jackson blitzing in the first quarter? "Their (Quantico) receivers were The visitors from the Queen City and Larry. Eiben, and halfback
tall, and we wanted to bring them in tight to block, thus nullifying their pass found themselves sun a point in Ben Rhoads.
arrears, but elected to go for the
Probably playing the best
receiving. It worked."
tie rather than the win. O'Brien game of his collegiate career last
By cham·e. one of the stars of thl' defensive unit - a total of 4 team inter- then converted the tying point.
Saturday evening was Cincy quarceptions last week - happened to walk by. It wns cornerback Lc Roy DeShazor. Thnt was interestin~ been use I figured one of the important match ups
of the I'VPning will be Le Roy covering UC's split end Jim O'Brien. Even if
DrShazor docs not guard him mun-lo-man, they arc bound to face each other
By JOHN PRICE, News Sports Reporter
during the course of the evening. "I (Taft) played against him (Aiken) in high
~rhool. He has dtocl'ptive spet•d, but I can stop him," said I.e Roy confidently.
Justifyingly displeased with the three touchdown
''Winning the game is the important thing!"
bargain victory that Miami's Redskins received the
. Sloppiness must be avoided this iveek. In the first two games the Musketeers previous Saturday, Coach Ed Biles and his Xavier
fumbled 12 times, and lost the ball 9 times. All last year XU lost the ball Musketeers were detennined to make an impressive
only 12 times on fumbles. DeShazor and Biles feel that will not continue. h
.
• t th Q
t•
M •
"B nng
· •em on, we be rea dy, , sa1.d I.e.
s owmg agams
e uan 1co armes.
11
Several innovations were disCoach Biles, with his star runHow much does the team itself want this game? Well 75% of the players
are from Ohio. And of those, most are from the immediate area. That's how ning back, Bill Waller, limping on played both on offense and defense
the sidelines with a charley horse, by the Muskies.
much!
and seeing limited action, promised
With Quantico in obvious passAs I was leaving I asked Coach Ed Biles if he planned any new big plays a strong air game against the
Ing situations, Buddy Jackson, a
for the Bcarcats. He just smiled; 'but you could see the twinkle in his eyes. Marines.
defensive back would replace a
In a UC game you can count on Coach Ed using some trypsickery.
It was the fine passing combi- lineman. His safety blitz obviously
nation of Jerry Buckmaster to Dick confused the Marines offense.
Bornhorst which sealed the 28-12
Tight end Jim Murray (3 rec.
MUSKIE MORSELS
verdict for the Muskies, but it was 32 yds. ) explained a new pass
Dan Abmmowicz led the New Orleans in receptions (22 & 4TD's) during the antics of a converted quarter- fonnation. "lly switching the tight
the preseason. The former XU star (64-65-66) is predicted to rank fifth among back that sent Xavier on to their end and the split end we try to
initial su<.-cess of 1968.
put a faster receiver on a slower
NFL pass receivers this year by Scripps-Howard. He was the 17th round pick
of the Saints. Frank Gifford said the other day, "On second day of practice
AI . Ippolito, after two varsity defender. Several times it freed one
seasons at quarterback, was our our setbacks for a pass."
the Saints were running forty yard windsprints, and Abramowicz was slow switched this year to split end, and
With Xavier holding a slim 7-0
even linemen were beating him. Coach Tom Fears came up to him and said, as usual, he was handling the
lead
early into the second quarter
'I'm going to have to cut you because you're too slow.' Abramowicz replied, punting.
both teams seemed detennined to
'You can cut me, but I'm not leaving.' They started throwing Danny passes,
It was out of punt fonnalion put the other on the scoreboard,
and he caught them all." He wound up with 50 ... Unless Dick Bornhorst that AI electrified the home town and eventually it was an XU misgets injured, Dan's brother, Joe Abramowicz will be red shirted this year . . . crowd. Spotting a Qunalico·return cue that gave Quantico its Initial
Carroll Williams (XU64-65-66) is reportedly tearing 'em up in the Canadian play Conning on the left side of touchdown.
League. He is the only colored quarterback in Pro Football ... Mrs. Barn- the field, "IppJ" faked the punt,
On a third down play from the
horst baked an angel food cake for AI lppolilo after the Quantico game . . . broke to the right. was sprung by Xavier 26, Jerry Buckmaster's
Personal prediction: St. Louis Cardenals in five. Bob Gibson is the best pitcher Mike Herr'a fine block, and out- errnat pass wa1intercepted byJ.E.
in the game when all the glory and money are riding . . . Bob Rice is the new raced the last two Quantico de- Willlama, a thorn ln the Muskles
Musketeer.
·
fendefll to the goal line.
side all night, who carried it across
"I run whenever I feel that I the coal line for the Marines first
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ . can
mented
the the
demlnutive
aplit comend. tally. Extra point was wide, so XU
make
first down,"
led 7-6.
The 80 degree heat in which
Terry Renard was running a
the game was played drew some loR(Ier pa.ttern and I threw a bit
remarks from standout senlor to early," said Bucky.
~ WE~wr
guard John Shinnen. "Quantico
Coach Biles figured it to be a
n~
was hitting just as hard in the end poor defensive maneuver despite
as they did In the beginning of the· the result. "When the defense is in
THE OUTSTANDING OFFENSIVE PLAYER OF game. The heat didn't wear them a man-to-man coverage, the defendown like we thought it would. sive back should not watch the
THE WEEK: AI Ippolito
They substituted quite often, and quarterback, which Williams apTHE OUTSTANDING DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF always kept a fresh defensive line." peared to do.
THE WEEK: Ken Blackwell
"Physically this year's team was
With just eleven seconds left in
smaller, but they were stronger and
THE OUTSTANDING DEFENSIVE BACK OF hit a lot harder," Shinners added. the half, Tom Kiebach Intercepted
Oran Owens' pass at the XU 38

M u s k I. e s L an d

I

l

X PLAYER
0F

T Hn

THE WEEK:

Tom Kiebach

0

terback, Greg Cook. Cook arrived
on the UC campus a much sought:-Jter recruit. after a brilliant high
school career at Chillicothe High.
Cook did compile some impressive
statistics as a "sometimes starter"
during his first two years at UC,
passing for 1,221 yards last season. His perfonnances however
were erratic, as he was Interception
prone. Alao, he is a negligible runnlng threat.
Tille fall an improved Cook has
returned. He has held off the challenges· of transfer Jim Ousley (exMiddletown High star) who was
rated even with Cook during the
spring, to claim the job. Cook
completed 22 of 40 for 261 yds.
Saturday. With Cook in the Backfield are all MVC choice Lloyd
Pate, at tailback, sophomore fullback Jesse Taylor, and a wing
back named Jackson. Pate is the
biggest at 6-2 and 200 while Taylor and Jackson each stand 6-1
and weigh 192 and 192 lbs. respectively.
Cook's favorite wing targets are
Tom
Rossley
and O'Brien.
O'Brien's field goal kicking could
be a factor .in this titanic struggle.
Tackle Butch Foreman, 6-4 and
252, was the Missouri Valley Conference "Lineman of the Year" last
fall. Harvey IUchards (64 2Q4)
is an experienced pard. Denny
Blank (~2 216), of Young1town
Cardinal Mooney, begins his third
11eaaon as an offeDiive starter at
center.
Coach DUes aays, "UC should
be favored in this one. They are
the strongest team we will face all
year."

n

and returned it to the Quantico 29.
Dick Bornhorst ( 4 rec. for 76
yds.) got free in the · end zone,
gathering In a Buckmaster pass he threw three td passes - making
the score 14-6, after !'om Gramke's,
at the half. "I called for an individual pattern by Barnhorst." said
Ducky. "Dick usually runs his own
patterns."
Both offenses bogged down in
the third quarter, and fater exchanging two punts, Xavier was
able to mount a sustained drive.
With Terry Renard, Dale Mutryn
and Ray Baur grinding out the
yardage behind the blocking of
Tim Renard and John Shinners,
the Muakles were able to advance
into Quantico territory.
A personal four moved the ball
inside the 30, but on fourth down
Gramke's kick was wide from the
26 yarard line.
But once more it was thedefenae
which put the Muskiea onthucoreboard. Tony Del Vecchio intercepted a quldt Glean p&B& over the
middle on the Quantico 28. A paa•
to Bamhorat, .and runs by Baur
and Mutryn moved the ball to the
three. There,·onseconddownBudtmaater hit Terry Renard, &tanding
all alone, for a td and making
21-6.
Le Roy DeShazor made a key
Interception in the end zone, after
J. E. William" returned a fumbled
kickoff 76 years. Both teams traded
touchdowns through the airways
In the fourth period. Ducky hit
Barnhorst with a 20 yarder. With
40 seconds remaining In the game,
Gleem passed 44 years to Bob
Debnam to close out the scoring.
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IM NOTES
FLAG FOOTBALL ENTRY DEADUNE
SEPTEMBER 30th
By CHUCK QUINN, News Sports Reporter
Deadline for signing up for Intramural' Flag Football is next
Monday at 3 PM. It is necessary
to have the rosters in early so that
the season can get under way as
soon as possible.
The Student Golf Tournament
will be held also on October 2nd.
All Administrators and Teachers
are welcomed to participate. Any
persons wishing to do so are to
contact the IM Office.
Here is some intramural news
from last year. These events could
not be reported last year due to the·
fact that they occurred after the XU
News quit publishing for the year.
The Ding-A-Lings won the Softball Crown. They defeated Blunk's
Boys 4-1. The pitching of Rich
Creighton and the hitting of" Panky" Goulet and Bob Hollingsworth
were all instrumental in the DingA- Lings achieving a perfect season
of 7 wins and no losses. Rick
Reder's Rockets won the consolation game defeating the Kuhlman
Raiders.
The Winner of the Horseshoe
Tournament was Gary Ploehs. Cal

r

Mr. Joseph Sullivan, the Intramural Director, wishes to welcome
all the upperclassmen back and a
big hello to the incoming Freshmen. He also wishes to have all the
students participate in the Intramural Programs this year. Anyone
having any questions are to go to
the Intramural Office or to call
this number 731-2341.

MUSKIES FALL
TO MIAMI U.
On September 14th, the Xavier
Musketeers faced a rugged Miami
Redskin ballclub. The Redskins
were a 28 to 7 victor. Miami
TACKLES
scored on their first series and they
Unled at the half 7 to 0. It was 14-0
assisted Assisted Total
before Jerry Buckmaster hit Dick
Mouch
20
16
36
Barnhorst for an 18 yard TO
Coughlin
13
14
27
strike. Many Muskie drives were
19
Otting
12
7
stopped late in the 3rd period and
19
12
7
DAN ABRAMOWICZ, xu grad ('66), now flanker for Bachman
throughout the 4th quarter due to
18
9
9
Musketeer fumbles and Miami In- the New Orleans Saints has compiled some impressive statistics: most Kiebach
17
11
6
terceptions. The Redllkins turned receptions for the year (50) to rank tenth in NFL: (he also set the BlackwP.ll
16
11
5
some of these Xavier misques into school record at XU .in his junior year with 49 receptions): longest Sherret
10
4
14
two more scores before the end of scoring pass ( 80 yards): most pass receptions for one g&,me ( 12 ); Dineen
13
most yards in one game ( 156 yards); and most touchdowns on recep- DeShazor
6
7
the game.
12
5
Moone
7
tions for one game.

ON THE 50.

IPPY WANTS TO BE PHYSICIAN
By CHUCK QUINN, News Sports Reporter

Al lppilito
AI Ippolito is entering his Senior
year as a Musketeer Football
'Player. The 5'9, 160 pounder hails
from Cleveland, Ohio where he
attended Brecksville High. Ippolito
plays split end and is a kicking
specialist for the Muskies.
Punting has been in the capable
hands of "Ippy" for the past two
seasons. Over this period, AI has
averaged close to 38 yeardsakick.
So far this season Ippolito has been
averaging 40 yeards per punt.
AI has been punting since
Junior High School. His older
brother taught him how to punt.
As we all can see AI had a good
teacher.
It was "Ippy's 80.yard touchdown run on a fake punt attempt
that started Xavier on its way to
its first football victory in 1968.
During the Quantico game, just as
in previous years "lppy's" boomIng punts have kept the Xavier

opponents deep in their oWn
territory.
In the past Ippolito was a reserve quarterback and saw limited
action handling the ball. Last
. spring AI decided to switch to split
end where he could have more of a
chance to play. While spelling Dick
Barnhorst at split end last weekend,
Ippy pounced on what appeared
to be a Muskie Fumble in the
Quantico End Zone, but it was
called back because the referee had
blown the ball dead on the 7 yard
line. Ed Biles will certainly be using
Ippy's burning desire and blazing
speed when the occasion arises.
AI is majoring in pre-med at
Xavier. After graduating from XU
he would like to continue his studies in medicine and possibly become a team physician like his
father, Dr. Vic Ippolito of the
Cleveland Browns. 'Ippy' is also
hoping for a chance to try out for
the pros as a punting specialist.
Ippolito's greatest thrill at Xavier besides the 80.yard TO run
and holding the ball on Tom
Gramke's Field Goal attempts was
his 71-yard punt against UC during his Sophomore Year.
There is one more thing that AI
would like to see happen here at
Xavier. Here is what he had to say:
"I am really looking forward to
beating UC this Saturday Night.
This would mean that we will have
beaten UC all of my four years
here at Xavier. To the school it
would mean the retirement of the
Student Council Trophy in XU's
hands for winning the 'Big Game'
four years ln a row."

Your Most Convenient Stop For Food and
Beverage.
Norwood, Ohio
Hopkins Ave. and Bell St.
Go Out Victory Parkway and Turn Right at
Asmann, You'll Find Us At The Top Of The Hill.
Open 7 Days a Week _from 10 A.M. 'til 11 P.M.
Complete line Of Party Supples. Ice Cubes.
WINE
BEER
MIXERS
SNACKS
GROCERIES.
MEATS

.'"COtA.(OLA"AND "COU"AIIIE ftEGIST£111[0 TRADE MAIIIKS WHIC~ IDENTIJ'Y ONLY THE PRODUCT OF THE COCA·COLA COUPANV.
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Who's
got the

ball?
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Who cares! Who's got the Coke? Coca-Cola has the
•
refreshing taste you never get tired of. That's why things go
better with Coke, after ~oke, after Coke.

a: ~;

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by:
The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati

You're in charge of building the float. decorating the house
and dressing up the party. So you need Pomps. the flameresistant decorative tissue. You can decorate anything beautifully with Pomps, inside and out, and do it faster, easier,
better. Pomps don't cost much. They're cut 6" x 6" square,
ready to use, come in 17 \'ivid colors that arc virtually runproof when wet. Buy Pomps at your bookstore, school supply
dealer or paper merchant. And ask your librarian for our
booklet "How to Decorate With Pomps." If she doesn't have
it, just tell her to write for a copy. Or, order your Oil'// copy.
Send 51.25 and your address today to The Crystal Tissue
company, Middletown. Ohio 45042.

)if pompS.

Paaa Eieht
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Manresa '68:
Challenge to Involvement
The 1968 Manresa progrwn,
held for a group of incoming Freshmen from September 14 to September 17, took a turn from the tra..dltional enthusiasm -generating
program that was designed to lead
to a solid committment to Christ
in terms of commu.nity and university involvement.
The speakers ranged from John
Gilligan, democratic candidate for
U. S. Senate, to a group of nonviolate blacks, named the Black
Turks whose philosophy is based
on complete equality and integration between the races. The subjects discussed covered urban.

racial, and Xavier's own problems and issues. Various student
leaders outlined practical approaches to involvement through
Xavier's progrwns .
Tim Burke, a Xavier Junior,
·who coordinated the program,
stated that thepurposeofthisyear's
Manresa was "to get the incoming
Freshmen aware of the need for involvement in the community and
the university." From all indications, the program was a success
and ·xavier can look forward to a
healthy and advantageous relationship with the Manresa men
of 1968.

:.:.·.,

Work in Europe
American Student Information
Service has arranged jobs,
Muskies find It's class as usual despite the arrival of girls from OLC. Mary Lee Gibbons from down tours· & studying in Europe for
the parkway shares an English class with Xavier males under terms of consortium between the two over a decade. Choose from
thousands of good paying jobs
schools that went into effect this semester.
in 15 countries, study at a fa. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , mous university, take a Grand
Tour, transatlantic transportation travel independently. All
per~its, etc. arranged thru this
low cost & recommended program. On the spot help from
ASIS offices while in Europe.
For educational fun-filled &
profitable experience of a lifetime send $ 2 for handbook
<overseas handling, airman reply & applications included)
listing jobs, tours, study &
crammed with other valuable
info, to: Dept. M, ASIS, 22 ave..
de la Liberte, Luxembourg
City, Grand . Dll;chy · of Lux.

·.'.

•Inglish leather®

F-or nien who ~ant to be wh~re tile
'·action Is. Very intrepid. Very mas- .
culine. ALL-Pi.JRPOSE LOTION.
$2.50, $4.00, $6.50. From the com- ,
plete array of ENGLISH LEATHER.
, !Tlen's toiletries.,
·
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SAVE
COLLEGIATE FILM CLUB

33-1/3% OFF ON ALL REGULAR FILM DEVELOPING AND PRINTING.· HIGH QUALITY WORK.
PROM P1., SERVICE.
BEAUTIFUL EXECUTIVE PHOTO ALBUMS RETAIL $4.00, CLUB MEMBERS $2.95.
INSERTS FOR ABOVE ALBUMS WITH
EVERY . RdtL OF KODACOLOR FILM SENT IN
FOR PROCESSING. RECORD YOUR COLLEGE
DAYS IN PICTURES.
MAIL COUPON TODAY AND RECEIVE YOUR
MAILING ENVELOPES.
FREE

MAIL TO:
Collegiate Film Club .
Box27

Name _________
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Station D
Dayto~ Ohio 45410

College
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Only Bic would dine to torment o beauty like this. Not the g1rl ...
the pen she's holding. It's the new luxury model Bic Clic ... designed
for scholarship athletes, lucky cord players on~ other rich campus
socialites who con afford the expensive 49·cent price.
But don't let those delicate good looks fool you. Despite hor·
rible punishment by mod scientists, the- elegant Bic Clic still wrote
first time, every time.
Everything you wont in o fine pen, you'll find in the new Bic
Clic. It's retractable. Refillable. Comes in 8 barrel colors. And like
all Bic pens, writes first time, every time ... no matter what devilish
abuse sadistic students devise for it.
Watvrman·Bic Pt!n Coiporation, Milford, Connecticut 06460

,,

I
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Decribes Complexion of the Campus
WASHINGTON- Peace Corps Director Jack
Vaughn predicts continuing protest activities on college campuses in the coming year because many
school administrators have not tuned in to the real
cause of unrest among students.

can be attained within existing
systems," says Vaugh. "Add to
these groups an estimated 10 per
cent whom we can call constructivists - those committed to social
and political action, but who have
not engaged in dissent or protest
· on the results of a Louis Harris movements."
survey of student attitudes toward
This adds up, Vaugh says, to
current issues such as Peace·Corps
service, the Vietnam war, the civil approximately 50 per cent of the
rights movement, and student acti- student body committed to some
vism. The Harris poll, commls- form of social action, ranging from
sioned by the Peace Corps, was violent protest to doing community
supplemented by ·in -depth inter- volunteer work.
views conducted by Peace Corps
Vaughn describes the 50 per
staff members on 12 representative cent who are still uncommitted to
social action as "the remnant of
campuses.
"The twomostslgnificantresults the 'silent generation' of the '50s.
of our studies," says Vaughn,
He points out that the Harris
"were the finding that the real survey shows a drop in interest in
revolutionaries totaled less than Peace Corps service among the
four per cent of the student popu- four per cent of students who are
lation and that one third of the stu- radical activists (primarily due to
dents were activsts who want to anti - Government sentiment bework for reform within the system." cause of the Vietnam war).
According to Vaughn, the sur"But on the other hand, the
veys indicated that 11 per cent of rapidly increasing number of the
all students are "true protest- more moderate activists who were
activists;" i.e., those who com- very interested in the Peace Corps
promise the leadership of most gave up a greater number of stucampus protest activities. However, dents likely to volunteer for the
only four per cent of all students Peace Corps," Vaughn says.
are "so radical or anarchistic in
their views to be considered out of
communication with society."

In an article in the September
issue of Glwnour magazine, (on
·sale Aug. 20) Vaughn states: "It
is becoming clear that half of today's students are out to change
the system - not necessarily our
system but their system of higher
education. I believe they're right
in thinking it is ready for radical
overhauling."
The trouble, Vaughn believes,
stems from depersonalization of
higher education and failure to
recognize students as adults capable of full participation in society
and in educational affairs.
The student is demanding a personal experience, Vaughn says,
and turns on the school admlnistration. "If this is to be reversed,
the faculty must be liberated, and
perhaps reoriented toward the student," the Peace Corps director
says.
He points out, "It may be that
there will be more dlssenion on the
campus similar to the unrest which
rocked many cwnpuses last year
unless changes ensue in the
decision-making apparatus of
"There is another 30 per cent
higher education."
committed to social and political
Vaughn's opinions are based action but who feel that their goals

SDS Aims Beyond College
NEW YORK; September 16Students for a Democratic Society,
one of the most militant and effective New Left organizations ever to
appear on American campuses,
.aims to "radicalize" not only
college students buteventually U.S.
servicemen, factory workers and
people in the professions.
Leaders of SDS were instrumental in closing down Columbia University last May and local SDS
chapters across the country have
been the vanguard of the college
protest movement. The organization has been blasted by FBI chief
J. Edgar Hoover as being Communist led.
An article appearing in the current issue of Look magazine
reports that SDS militants have
found it easier to sign up high
school students as new members
than post-or non-college adults,
·mainly blue and white collar
-workers.
"While college students do not

find it easy to convert time-clock
punchers to their revolutionary
doctrines, SDS is winning numerous converts in its high school
campaign," the article said.
"And SDS is drawing more and
more servicemen to its anti-war
.coffee-houses set up near military
bases in an attempt to radicalize
troops."
A major problem withintheSDS
itself is getting students to maintain
their revolutionary zeal after graduation from college. The pressures
of job, marriage and family often
combine to sap a graduate's ardor
for protest.
"Several organizations have
been formed to channel the energies of the post-campus SDSer, but
no one has satisfactorily resolved
the hang-up of the Movement vs.
the mortgage," the Look article
said.

TRAVEL
Rep. Needed!
Are you agresslve?
Can you sell
GROUP TRAVEL
to students for
Holiday Vacations?
Bonus travel plus commission.
Tell us why you
should represent us
at your school.
COLPITTS TRAVEL CENTER
36 E. Third St.
Dayton, Ohio 45402
(513) 224-0366

THE SHIRT
LAUNDRY

'

Plans are being formulated this
year for a new system of dormitory
representation. A committee has
been formed under Ray Guye, Assistant Dean of Men and Director
of Housing. Members of the committee include Tim Burke, Dave
Scharfenberger, Rick Sullivan, and
Dave Heiny. Burke stated that "the
shortcomings of last year:s Dorm
Council initiated the need for a new
and broader form of dorm representation".
The new system proposes a
Dorm Council for each dormitory
with representatives selected from
each wing. These representatives
in turn will elect a President and
Vice-President to had the council.
Each Dorm Council will have a

Judicial Board to handle matters
of student discipline and forwarding a confidential recommendation
to the Hall Director if necessary.
In addition each Council will have
a Social Committee to plan activities. Each Dorm will select three
members from their respective halls
to form the Inner Dormitory Governing Board. The. function of the
Board will be to co-ordinate the
activities of the dorms and to provide representation on Student
Council.
The new system will go before
Student Council sometime this
week. Burke feels that the new
system will be endorsed and that
it will provide a broader base of
representation for the student body.

Send name and telephone number to:

\~"'!:-... ~

John L. Henderson has been
named assistant dean of men of
Xavier University. He assumedhis
duties which will include responsibility for student activities and
organizations July 1.

Currently Henderson is a doctoral candidate in counseling and
guidance at the University of Cincinnati, from which he also holds
a master of education degree. He
earned his bachelor's degree from
Hampton ( Va.) Institute. He is a
graduate of Walnut Hills High
School.
An army veteran, Henderson
is a former research technician for.
the U. S. Public Health Service .

Giant

Poster
lrom any

to treasure forever
Each Keepsake engagement ring is a master·
piece of styling and design, reflecting the full
brilliance and beauty of the perfect center
diamond.

STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED!!

*Send any black & white or color
photo (no negatives) and the name
"Swingline"cut out from any Swingline
package (or reasonable facsimile) to:
POSTER-MART, P.O. Box 165,
Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Enclose $1.95
cash, check, or money order (no
C.O.D.'s). Add sales tax where appli•
cable.
Poster rolled and mailed (post•
paid) in sturdy tube. Original mate•
rial returned undamaged. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

Get a
.·:
•,

,..

Swialline
To~ Stapler

-:WASSERMAN
JEWELERS

EBSCO

98C
(including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $1.69

PO Box 346
Worthington, Ohio 43085

l!il;
Ht.
..

A diamond ring

OPEN MONDAY & FRIDAY UNTIL 9:00P.M.

must have a car.

~·..

Henderson to Back Nally

EBSCO Industries, a Dun and Bradstreet AAA-1
rated advertising firm, .is interested in a student
·who must work and probably is married. No
selling but will service advertising locations and

'

··-···:.:.

New Assistant Dean of Men, John Henderson. He replaces Mr.
John C. Siebenaler.

New Dorm System

3616 Montgomery Road
EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana
Few Blocks North of the Dorm

BACHELOR SERVICE
FLUFF DRY BUNDLES
e 4- HOUR SERVICE e

•

.

Unconditionn1ly guaranteed.
At any stationery, variety, or book store.

. S05

RACE STREET• CINCINNATI • PHUNE 621·0704

_::;:~INC•
LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y.11101

1.,
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SAVE $4 ON WASHABLE 100%
ACRYLIC STADIUM BLANKET

Carrying case included.

8.99

Usually 12.99

Looks like expensive wool, but it's thick, soft acrylic
to repel moths, mildew, allergies. . . . machine wash
and dry. Packed in sturdy, zippered carrying case,
brown and clear vinyl. Big 50"X70" size in two
plaids: green/red or tangerine/olive.

MORGAN-JONES ''NEVER-PRESS''
BEDSPREADS STAY NEAT
WITHOUT CARE •••
SAVE $4 TO $7
If perfect 10.99 • 12.99
No pressing needed, rrot even
touch--ups ! Just toss your
spread in the washer, take out
the minute it's finished. Treated to keep its crisp new look
long after school's over. Slight
flaws won't affect wear.

$6
A. RIBBED SOLID COLOR, cotton/rayon blend
in gold, green, or red. Twin or full size.

B. "SCOTCH MIST" plaid, 100% cotton predominantly red, blue or gold. Twin or full size.

COVIR YOUR COLD MORNING PLOORS
WITH MACHINI WASHAaLI CARPITING

8.90

Usually $10

Makes getting up almost bearable. . .warm,
all-rayon pile carpeting underfoot. Non-skid
backing, big 5'X6' size. Olive green, gold, blue,
white or pink.

ASSORTID THROW RUGS

$1

Usually 1.99 to 3.99

Many colors and sizes, all washable fibers. Find
what your room needs tomorrow!
Phone 421-9400
Bedding, Downstairs Budget Store.
Also Tri-County and Western Woods
Shop Downtown 9:30A.M. Until5:30 P.M. (Monday and Thursday Until9.) Tri-County
and Western Woods 10 a.m. until 9 p.m., Monday through Saturday.
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[In the Margin
George Eder
During the brief training program conducted for the hall dlrec·
tors and their staff, Ray Guye,
the Director of Housing, explained
his understanding of the role· of the
residence halllntheuniversltycommunity. "It can and should play
an hnportant part In the development of the 'whole person'," he
said. ". . . The residence halls
have an opportunity and a responsibility In aspecial area of learning.
This special area might be described In general terms as that of
social maturity and responsl~
blllty."
Teaching social maturity and
responsibUity sounds suspiciously
like the peculiar province of the
family. Is Mr. Guye in fact saying,
"in loco parentis"? Hopefully not,
for at the age that most students
have reached upon entering college,
even family· parental authority assumes the form of rmn advice
rather than authoritarianism. And
quite certainly he is not suggesting
it, if we may judge from the entire
tenor of his training program.
The residence hall can indeed
offer an important opportunity to
learn social maturity and responsibility, an opportunity that even
the family cannot offer. Within the
family there is little chance for the
young man to exercise the responsibility he is uspposed to be learning. Quite rightly, the parents in a
family bear the responsibility for
its welfare and make ~e decisions.
The residence hall, on the other
hand, brings students together. in.
a community in which they can
bear the ulthnate responsibility for
their own welfare. The residence
hall is not a mock community, for
it Involves real PeOple In a real
living situation; and it is Indeed
their own.community, for the stu-

I

dents actually· live there and Jive
together for eight months.
Each student has a stake in
his residence liall that differs from
any other Involving Interest. He
makes this building his home and
these other students his companions. His residence hall will
have a direction, spirit, and reputation regardless of whether he
takes an interest in it or not. He
has a responsibility to his fellows
in the community to fashion their
residence for the community good.
The residence hall community
should provide for its members the
freedom to construct their own lives
as they please, and the opportunities to iirect their own community.
When students are able to arrange
their own lives and are deeply Involved in the government of their
own dormitories, they can prove
and develop their social maturity
and responsibility.
The freedom to grow as an
individual, to develop a healthy
and mature life outside of the residence hall and off-eampus as well
as within lhe dormitory ana oncampus, is extremely important.
The residence hall can only be
benefitted by having many persons
who are living mature and thoughtful lives, though the particulars of
their lives be different.
Yet no matter how individual
each life may be, every person is
a member of. the residence hall
community, and has a responsibility for the direction, spirit and
reputation of that community.
Admittedly, this places an extraordinary responsibility on each
student, the responsibility both to
live a thoughtful life and to be
involved in his human community.
But that Indeed is the matter
of maturity.

Pa&e Eleven

Ready for Community Action
By JOHN DUNPHY, News Executive Editor

Student Council's Community Relations Coordinating Committee, one in which "action must be
emphasized," is now ready to go into action.
The committee. was formed last
Spring during· the Joseph administration to motivate the Xavier
student into an active involvement
in the Cincinnati community and
for coordination of the inner-(!ity
activities of Organization for Interracial Awareness, Afro-American
League, Students for a Progressive University, YoungDemocrats,
Young Republicans, Student
Volunteer Services, and Sodality,
and other programs In which the
Interested student can participate.

poses a change In attitudes, and
hopefully, the work of the committee will have some hnpact in
attitude fonnation by providing
Insight into inner -city problems
gained through personal experIence."
Amo111 the planned activities
and goals of the committee are:
1. 'Ibe estabUihment of Boy
Scout troops In Avondale and
Evanston.

2. The opening of Xavier facUAt that thne, it consisted of lties for community uae.
faculty, administration, and stu3. Weekly picnica in cooperadents appointed by the student tion with. the Main St. Bible Center.
body. president. Also included were
4. Big Brother projects In conrepresentatives from the Avondale
nection
with the B•ble Center.
community, the Basin area, and
5. An attempt to open area
Longview State Hospital.
The committee was originally recreational facilities such as teen

+
+

A LOT
OF
KNOW HOW

A ROMA TIC SPICESFROM AROUND. THE WORLV
··
THE WILDEST VARIETY IN TOWN

SOc

Students now sitting on the committee Include: Robert White, Dennis Repennlng, Mike Henson,
Chuck Bales, Dan Lawrence, Ben
Burton, Ray Blush, Chuck Quinn,
and Smith. Last year, Dr. Albert·
Anderson, moderator of Student
Volunteer Services, and Mr. Patrick Nally, Dean of Men served
on the committee, and the invita·
tion is again open.

He also.stressed the educational
1m DISCOUNT FOR ALL XAVIER STUDENTS
aspects ofcommunitywork. "RectiAND F~CULTY MEMBERS
flcatior;t of urban problems pre~up- L-------...-...::::::...:.:.==::...:~~=-~--------~

+
+

NOT VALID AFTER DEC. 15, 196a
OR ON SPECIAL PROMOTIONS

Smith, who spent the summer
in the Basin area working for
Main St. Bible Center, stressed that
the committee will work whenever
poaalble through existing organi~ationa, "to avoid an immature
approach."

headed by Alvin C. Gay. When he ..--------------------:-=-::-----~
resigned from it to serve as ViceNATIONAL DRY CLEANERS
President of the Student Body, the
3 HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY
post was turned over to Daniel 1 HOUR CLEANING
O'Dell Smith, a junior history
NORWOOD PLAZA
major from Toledo. "I would con(Behind Beracini)
sider it catastrophic if the comWE
FEATURE
A
6-POINT CLEANING SERVICE
mittee would degenerate into shnply
a study or discussion group, but e Permo-Power Dry Cleaning
due to the complexity of urban
e Year -Round Moth Proofing
problems and the lack of the necese Sizing for that new look and feel
sary professionalism in community
e Minor Repairs
e Dust Covers
work, we will avoid gradlose projects. Instead, we will establish such
e Pockets and Cuffs Electrically Cleaned
projects as big brother programs
WE INCLUDE ALL THE ABOVE SERVICES
AT NO EXTRA COST TO YOU
in which the individuals will enter
Into a personal relationship and
STORE HOURS: 7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. DAILY
attempt to solve human problems
EXCEPT SUNDAY
on a human basis."
Phone 351- 1688

CAliFORNIA
REV RIPE TOMATOES

~~C;

centers that are now closed due to
staffing difficulties.

50c

SOc

THE MOST DEUCIOUS

PIZZA

· FOOD VALUE REDEEMABLE ~ 1

ZINO'S

SOc

4222 MontiOIIII'J IL

NAME------------------~

ADDREss~-~-----

SOc

4222 MONTGOMERY ROAD
pa'ONE m7AU:ii'-Doi.20o

FREE
DELIVERY!
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~~cincinnati's

rand Old
Lady"
Luxury Suites ... tastefuMy decorated

In traditional Italian and French Provincial decor ... air
cond itloned ... fully carpeted ... dally maid service and linens ... food service
... 24 hour telephone service by Edna and M1r1aret ... comfortable living in suburban atmosphere .•. large
rooms and cupboards ... modern kitchens and baths ..• kept shiny and clean by Houstkllper Helin Schech·
t1r, Pinky and Supt. Cov Elliott .•. call Miss Davitt for a tour and details. Reserved parking in garage and
doorman service.

Forum Room 01 The VII Caesars
... Roman feasts at their best ... evenina dinners by candleliaht
till 9 p.m. Saturdays until 10 p.m ..•. German, French and Italian
Cuisine ... Prime beea and air·shlpped fresh live sea foods ...
Chicken and Dumplings ..• Sauerbrauten and German potato pan·
cakes ... home-made turtle soup daily ... all se..Ved by top walters
Frank, frld, IHI, lo, Ernil and Hlrald ... call Mr. Wtlntr or Captain
Charita for your favorite table ..• a regal atmosphere fit for Caesar
for the price of only a few lire!

Celebrity Corner
... Thars why screen stage TV and world
celebrites prefer the suburban quiet and re·
laxing atmosphere of the VERNON MANOR
to a busy commercial hotel ... guests this
year included Arthur Godfrev, The BeaUes,
Francis Cardinal Spellman, MirY Martin, Bob
Hope, Johnny Mathia, Smothtrs Brothers, Leapald
Stakawski, Alien and Rossi, Gov. G. Mannon
Williams, Pltrre Sllin1tr, Sen. Robert Kennedy,
Judy Garland and many others.

Snooty Fox CoHee Shoppe
... Fresh from the market and Apple Hilll'.arm, newly laid eggs,
and hickory smoked bacon and pork sausage •.. open. dally 12
to 3:30 p.m., 5:30 to 1 a.m. Sundays 9 a.m. to 2:30p.m., and
4:30 p.m. to 8 p.m .... Jet service for peanut prices ... Carlos,
Master. Chef, flips your favorite pancakes served by Evelyn and
Elaine ..• with that fresh daily made coffee ... from a snack
to a feast, the SNOOTY FOX Is the wise and cunnlna place in
which to eat.

The "400" Cocktail LC?unge

Intimate and friendly ... that's
the "400" Room where the elite
of the Queen City meet every night for JUMBO COCKTAILS from 5:30 to 7 p.m. Erv
Ray and Johnny, Cincinnati's expert mixologists, provide you with a real drink brim
full ... open daily from 11 a.m. to 2 a.m. the next morning ... Dancing Monday
through Saturday nights ... Food served by Hattie and the town's most charm·
ing waitresses ... How about a hot buttered rum while cuddled around our open
Fireplace this Winter?

JUMBO COCKTAIL HOUR ... 5:30 to 7 P.m. WENDELL HENRY AT THE PIANO and
nightly till 1 a.m.
DANCING .•. Fridays and Saturdays, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. JIMMY WILBER AND HIS
MAJOR THIRDS
... Mondays thru Fridays 11:30 to 2:30 p.m. see th_e. beautiful
fresh roasted Prime Rump of Beef, Baked Virginia Ham, Turkey,
Homemade Turtle Soup ... and on the table those delicious German
·
dill pickles, fresh sauerkraut and green tomatoes ... a complete lunch for only $1.35 ... watch Chef
Ernie prepare your favorite sandwich ... in and out in 20 minutes with Muzak background served by
lovei~L Vivian, Louise and Myrtle.

Noon Chuc/cwagon

Llets
Monday BU rr•

... The TALK

OF THE TOWN specialties of Chef James Barnhill are now
the Vernon Manor's MONDAY NIGHT BUFFETS of some 50 dishes,
from shrimp and marinated Herring to rib of beef, ham, fowl, vegetables,
salads galore and a dessert table fit for a King with pastries, fresh fruit and other delicacies ... all for
only $4.75 ... bring the family and prove we're right! Mondays from 6 to 9 p.m .

Beach Club And Swimming Pool
J oln now, as memberships are limited.

•
p • A dM
PriVate
arfleS n . eetings

. . . Open for season May thru September
•.. private memberships and lockers ...
open 7 days week 10 a.m. to 10 p.m •...

...
luncheons, dinners, meetings and recep·
tlons for groups from 5 to 200 ... In one of

the beautiful private party rooms- the Garden,
Colon!al, Chinese, Boot and 'Parisian Rooms ... No room charge for groups dining with us ... Call
Maitre D' Robert Weiner for reservations and menus.
FREE PARKING AT All TIMES. "YOU CAN STAY AT ANY HOTEL, BUT YOU CAN LIVE AT THE
VERNON MANOR." HOME OF W.Z.I.P.

Dr. & Mrs. Joseph Link Jr., President & Exec. Vice President

The Verun,...lllll·lllk·at
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